
Responsible Urbanism 

 

This isn’t just about parking. It’s about people. What best serves the needs of the greatest 

number of people living in a community? 

The cycling contingent represents roughly 3% of the commuter population, a figure that has 

not only plateaued, but is in decline in Seattle, as well as many other cities, including model 
urbanist utopia, Copenhagen. Despite the city’s investment of time, money and resources, 

the bike lobby hasn’t been able to significantly grow their numbers over the past few years, 
even in a boomtown environment attracting an influx of their target demographic—young, 
white males. And let’s be clear: Of that tiny fraction of the commuter population that cycles, 

the vast majority—routinely 75-80% by most estimates I’ve seen--are white males. How do 
you define privilege? Were the angles of this investment observed through the lens we use 

to examine most public policy these days rather than as an approved plank in a so-called 
"progressive" platform, it would be construed as, at best, needless and wasteful given the 

lackluster numbers and, worse, racist, sexist, ageist and ableist in light of the primary 

constituency. 

I contest the false narrative being perpetuated in opinion pieces like this that any attempt at 

circumventing an impractical idea is the product of some monolithic cabal of rich, 
conservative and, as has been suggested elsewhere, white gentry interested in protecting 

parking for their fancy cars. This isn’t Medina and that’s a move from an antiquated 
playbook. (For the record, Wedgwood hasn’t been classified as a true Seattle suburb since 

the decade after World War II, some 70 years ago.) We’re a queer, mixed race family. Two 
middle-aged men, one with mobility issues, and a daughter. We walk. We bus. We drive. 
Although we don’t live in Wedgwood, we use 35th as a primary arterial and frequent the 

many small shops and restaurants regularly. We reside in Lake City, which hugs 
Wedgwood and is one of the more diverse communities in Seattle, full of many 

homeowners, as well as apartment and rental home dwellers, of all colors in the human 
rainbow, as well as immigrant-owned businesses that likewise support the Save 35th 

movement. On our block alone is an intergenerational, multiethnic mix of several Asian 
households, an African-American family, a few LGBT folks, and several elderly and infirmed 

residents in addition to the young couples settling in. Not all of us own. Not all of us drive. 

No one is happy about this. The little red signs are everywhere. 

This experiment at engineering behavior, however noble in intent, is failing, as are the 

hostile public relations around it. The clusters of coordinated communications defending 
these lanes, as well as the disrespect for the valid concerns of the citizens of the areas 

impacted, is hateful, reinforcing every obnoxious encounter I’ve experienced with cyclists as 
a pedestrian and a motorist. And I’ve been tagged, berated and even called “Faggot!” in 

front of my daughter when we narrowly missed being struck by a speeding cyclist who failed 
to signal his approach. Always white males. Always. Guys who revel in a culture of 
costumed toxic masculinity. Their hubris is galling in light of the evidence, statistical and 

anecdotal. A few days ago, I ran errands for two hours in my car after work, traveling 
several northeast corridors restricted to accommodate bike lanes during evening rush hour. 

Auto traffic from these road diets was backed up from intersection to intersection. How 
many cyclists did I encounter in the bike lanes? One. Not twenty. Not ten. Not five. Not even 

two. One. During peak commute hours. How is the pollution from cars stuck sitting in 



bumper-to-bumper traffic in residentia l neighborhoods improving life for anyone? It’s time to 

rethink this strategy. 

Responsible urbanism requires consideration of the unique interests, properties and needs 
of each village, as well as the gentrification impacts of choices and what yields greatest 

community benefit, rather than the blanket deployment of uniform tactics from a stock 
toolkit. Disagree? Just ask anyone with an appreciation for Seattle’s own checkered history 
of disastrous urban planning efforts over the decades, each wave adamant in the veracity of 

their convictions until, of course, outcomes prove them wrong and the public is obligated to 
pay for often egregious errors in judgment. Maybe bike lanes offer a valuable option in 

areas with large youth and able-bodied demographics and established, dense inner city 
avenues where it makes sense to appease cycling enthusiasts’ demands. In northeast 

Seattle, there are countless empty side streets currently used by drivers dodging jams for 
the entitled bicycle bros to play out their Lance Armstrong fantasies uninterrupted and on 

their own dime. For the rest of us—in other words, most everyone else in Seattle—we’d 
prefer to see this energy and our taxes being funneled into public transportation solutions 

that benefit everyone, not just a few. I guarantee that, in twenty years when the next 
generation of civic leaders are restructuring roadways to accommodate new styles of 
automobiles, mass transit options or more practical alternative vehicles because, after a 

brief special interest vogue, cycling never gained traction in Seattle, they’re going to be 

shaking their heads, thinking, “What a bunch of dopes.”  
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